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  Technology with a Human Face- E.F.Schumacher 

Q.1) Rewrite the following sentences by choosing the most correct alternative given below: 

1.-------------------always knows where and when to stop. 

a)Man      b)Nature         c)Technology         d)Science 

2.The way of life based on -----------------can not last long. 

a)socialism    b)democracy      c)materialism     d)science and technology 

3.The primary task of technology is to ---------------the burden of man’s work in order to develop 

his potential. 

a)increase       b)lighten           c)stop         d)double 

4.------------is very near to the bottom of the league table of industrial progress. 

a) Burma        b)India               c)South Africa         d)Pakistan 

5.To enjoy the human life,man has to be lucky enough to find a good--------------- 

a)follower          b)teacher       c)president        d)book 

6.-----------------of ‘total social time’ is spent in sleeping,eating,watchingtelevision,doing non-

productive job or just killing time. 

a)3&half percent  b)50%        c)96 & half percent   d)80% 

7.It is said that from the factory dead matter goes out improved,where as men there are ------------ 

a)also improved       b)corrupted and degraded      c)becoming happy     d)very fine and cultured 

8.The production of too many useful things results in too many-------------- 

a)useful people    b)useless people   c)problems    d)politicians 

9.Modern Technology is showing an increasingly ------------------- 

a)human face       b)inhuman face     c)progressive thoughts    d)human values 

10.Today’s modern industrial society is in very ---------------and holds no promise of survival. 

a)deep trouble    b)happy state     c)luxurious      d)best and ideal condition 

Q.2.Answer the following questions in one word or phrase or sentence each: 

1.How does the modern world tumble from crisis to crisis? 

2.Which kind of technology will help to solve our problems? 



3.What is the primary task of technology? 

4.What,according to Schumacher ,is the first law of economics? 

5.Which country is at the bottom of the league table of industrial progress? 

6.What,according to Schumacher ,is the cause of modern neurosis? 

7.What kind of work has been taken away from man by modern technology? 

8.What, according to Schumacher,is the therapeutic value of real work? 

9.How can the poor be helped,according to Gandhi? 

10.How does the writer describe the technology of mass production? 

Q.3)Answer the following questions in 3-4 sentences each: 

1.How does technology differ from nature? 

2.Which are the three crises in the world produced by modern technology? 

3.Why does Schumacher say that modern technology is showing an increasingly inhuman face? 

4.Explain the concept of intermediate technology. 

5.Explain the opinions of Gadhi about ‘Production by the Masses’ 

Q.4) Write short notes in 8-10 sentences each: 

1.Schumacher’s views on the development of industrial and the problems of the world 

2.Schumacher’s concept of ‘total social time’ 

3.The difference between mass production and production by masses 

4. Significance of the title ‘Technology with A Human Face’ 

5. Theme of the text  ‘Technology with A Human Face’ 

Q.5)Writing Activity : 

1. Write an essay on the benefits of technology in the modern world. 

2.Write a note on the productive labour and economic development. 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


